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tention to my past requests, etc. z
to ownership, for the constitution deand grain a number of hogs
Parliament of Iceland Passes an Act Kainan Maru has arrived here and her that at least some of the police are
clares tha't congress shall have power (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
were burned up with the buildcommander reports he was unable to aware of It,
X X
X JS S JS
X X
S
to dispose of and make all needful
Giving Them Unlimited
Colorado, y May 2. The
Denver,
ings. Two frame dwellings and
'
BANK DYNAMITED;
penetrate the ice pack along the
Franchise.
rules. and regulations respecting the union freight handlers in the local
one adobe house were also decoast of Victoria Land.
$11,500 STOLEN.
territory or property belonging to the yards of the 'Union Pacific, Denver
DEMOCRATIC SOLONS TURN
stroyed. In the latter, a quanX
&
(By Special Lenaed Wire to New Mexican)
United States.
and Rio Grande and Colorado
v;,
DOWN UNION LABOR.
tity of dynamite was stored in
IN
NO
ELECTION
; " 'All
London, England, May 2. Another
Hastings, Neb.; May
public lands In the ; nation Southern roads walked out last night.
the cellar and this eTp1n!cd
TODAY'S BALLOT. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The Bank of Rosemont was
are held in trust for the people ot the The cause of. the strike is alleged disvictory has been chronicled for Womwith a detonation that was
an's suffrage. The parliament of Ice- (By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican )
whole country.' And it is not for the crimination against the union.
Acdynamited early today. The
heard for miles around. No
Denver, Colo., May 2. The employDenver, Colo., May 2. There was ers' liability bill, backed by the labor
robbers escaped with $11,500
land has passed a biU giving the
courts tr uy how that trust shall be cording to union officials, about 50
estimate of the loss to the
'
no
election
in
in cash.
today's senatorial bal- unions of the state, was killed on final
union men walked out, taking with
right of suffrage to all women who
company is yet obtainable.
"
,
lot. '
X X
.X X.X X X X X X
have reached the age of 25.
:
them the
(Continued on Pae might)
workers.
passage in the house today.
Ma-ia-
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Bricks Without Straw.
More than a thousand years ago
Shadows of time, how the days
go by
There was a man I used to know
(May seem strange, but you'll see it's

The Little Store

Tie Company

TUESDAY. MAY 2, 1911.

in. Taos county, and
well known in Santa Fe, was killed
with two companions in Mexico by
Mulligan had gone there
woiKhrfnl "Caiearult" for
taken
"Hrlm
to estimate a stand of timber and his Dree
months and jimr
1eiu
cnred of RtomacB
and lyaveiisia, I entirely
think a word of praise
body with that of his two companions catarrh
to laticarets"for their wonderful composition.
1 nave taken numerous
were found on a trail.
remedies
other

so

DYSPEPSIA

Established

ar-

'

TRY IT

K

SEUGii

Mon-to'y-

;

IW11

t.

ff

a

in year."
Pulled Hair and Scratched Face.
109 Mercer St.,
James McGuue,
Jersey City. H. I.
In the district court at AlbuquerBest Tor
que, E. Baca asked for absolute
a
Mixed with the worry and trouble divorce from his wife, Amado
de Baca. He alleges that he
and strife
DENVER BREAD
The mirth and the other things of took her to dances, but that the
dancing never seemed to improve her
life;
CAN OY CATHARTIC
Stirred in his hopes and his joys and temper and that shf would pull his
I
reand
hair
his
face
scratch
after
his fears.
ioe
rvj - I
Kneaded the mud with his sweat and turning home from the dance.
25c SOe
DRUGGISTS
his tears
Pleasant. Palatable. Potent. Taste Good. Do Rood,
Never Klcken. Weaken or Orlpe. The genuine tablet
Freak Lamb.
Humanest mass you ever saw,
ptamppd CCC. Guaranteed to cure or your money
back.
Never sold In bulk.
unusnot
lambs
in
Freakishness
is
"Poor bricks," said the man, "but I
Sterling Remedy Co Wheeling, W.Va.
jual but A. Salazar of Ranchos de AKXUAL
have no straw."
SALE, 12 MILLION BOXES
Atrisco, Bernalillo county, is exhibit- is
whose
a
lamb
distortion
ing
Up to his knees in the miry pit
With a pigmy's strength but a giant's rather unusual. The eyes and ears of 20 YEARS AGO TODAY
'
the little creature are below its mouth
grit,
His back was a chain of throbbing in the neck and give it a most grue (Prom the New Mexican of this data
some appearance. The eyes are wide
aches
1891.)
open and staring. It is the size and
with
mould
its
earthen
G. W. Fitzpatrick has located sevthe
Lifting
a
of
color
jack rabbit.
eral promising copper claims near
cakes,
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Valencia county.
Elbows rusty as hinges of steel.
Sabinal,
Bert Phillips Resumes Art.
William Einstein of St. Louis, inKnees so lame lie could hardly kneel
the
will
from
"Bert
retire
Phillips
terested in the Aztec mine and mill,
ALL CASH PURCHASES. Mud so stiff it would clog a plow
TICKETS WITH
WE GIVE REGISTER
forest service early in May and de- Grant
And couldn't be moved with a wheel
county, and W. S. Emmanuel
vote himself entirely to his profesnohow.
are seeing the Silver City mines.
sion. This will be pleasing to his
Nights as short a3 the days were long manv fricmrlc aa Tna ic in trip front
Deputy U. S. Marshal Romero left
. .
When nothing seemed
right and aI .
BrHat. anH h(s haB this morning for Servileta station
with him Hilarior Trujillo to
everything wrong.
throughout the taking
"Best I could do," said the man. "but r.n.,ntrv recognized
Mr Phuiins has orders identify the parties under arrest
and supposed to be the two men
pshaw!
enough ahead to keep him busy for (there
You can't makes bricks when you
some time, and has on exhibition some wh0 atempted to rob the postoffice
before last,
have no straw."
paintings, which will without doubt be jtn
Lacassaigne is doing a neat
sold. That rare piece, Voices of the)
Taskmasters pitiless lashed the man: Woods, which he painted a year ago, Piece of Drick penciling on the Lamy
"Can't," said despair, but duty cried has been in Indianapolis, and has a corner and John Digneo has done a
CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC
FRESH CAKES
FRESH PIES
"do!"
purchaser, and other: neat job of penciling on that
prospective
"Alright," said the man, "I'll worry
finished last year, will bejnish" as some of the contractors call
her through,
readily sold. Mr. Phillips has some it.
Can't do much and I reckon you'll studies in view to which he will de-The water works reservoir ought to
see
vote hfmself as soon as he is free from have attention,
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
The bricks won't be Just what they his position in the forest service."
Santa Fe's fine Italian climate is
at the front now and is likely to stay
ought to be,
Taos Valley News.
Nor nigh so good as I could make
there for some time to come.
Lost on Sewer Contract At the AlThe Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever If I just had the straw but you'll have
to take
buquerque city council meeting last
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes The best I can do for the work's own night the final touches were put on an
Legal Notice.
To Whom It May Concern:
sake."
and1
between
the
windmill
out
city
of
arrangement
a power pumping plant
pump.
any
Las will and testament of R. B.
Glass & Fisher, contractors building
He
finished
the tale of brick,
and the city's new $300,000 sewer system, Wood, deceased.
ANY BOY
Notice is hereby given pursuant to
then
I
whereby the contractors relinquish
CAN RUN
Went home to rest; and the sons of the job, upon which it is understood statute that the Probate Clerk in and
or banta e, Mew Mex-th- e
men
THIS ;
they have already lost heavily, andj lor the county
fixed
has
is
Monday, July 3, 1911,
Looked
on
ic.
the perfect work' and saw
remainder of the construction
ENGINE.
at the court room of the Probate
He'd have spoiled the bricks had he taken over by the city.
Court of the County of Santa Fe, New
put in straw.
for the proving of the last
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
R. J. Burdette.
i'oley Kidney Puis aiso take hold of Mexico,
de- to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly
vmp evetom nd hln vnn to riri vnnr- - will and testament of R. B. Wood,
ased' a resident of the County of
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
self of your dragging backache, dull
e
headache, nervousness, impaired eye- - """
vin.un.ujn vv. aiuuiju.
and all the ills resulting from
sight,
STATE
Probate Clerk.
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your
the impaired action of your kidneys
Dated this 2nd day of May, A. D.,
is
work. For sale by
Remember
it
Foley
and bladder.
1911.
For sale
Pills that, do this.
FRANK
GORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M. Will Resume on Camfield Project. Kidney
all druggists'.
by
Work has been resumed on
the
ROSY AS A GIRL.
Camfield Irr'gation project near Las
Summit, N. C. In a letter received
NOW THEN LET EVERY
'
Vegas.
PERSON HELP THE FANS, from this place, Mr. J. W. Church, the
notary public, says: "My wife had
Marriage License Issued.
Fe Will Formally Open the Base been ailing for nearly 12 years, from
A marriage license was issued
at Santa Ball Season
female ailments, and at times, was
Sunday in
Albuquerque to Emilia Guiterrez and
unable to leave the house. She suf
Manuel G. Montoya, both of Old AlThe board of control of the Santa fered agony with her side and back.
buquerque.
Fe Baseball Association met last We tried physicians for years, without
night and appointed Albert H. Clancy, relief. ; After these treatments all
Cement Mill Closes Down.
of the team. Mr. Clancy is failed, she took Cardui, and gained in
The cement mill at Acme, Chaves manager
baseball
player and his direc weight at once. Now, she is red and
great
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
county, has closed down, so as to per- tions are sure to be listened to with rosy as a school girl." Cardui, as a
mit the employes to go on their home
respect by all the players and in fact tonic for women, has brought remark
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package stead
claims and work them.
by anybody who knows anything about able results. It relieves pain and
baseball as played today.
misery and is the ideal tonic for young
Fe
house in
The only exclusive
Beans Will Be Plentiful.
Albert Clancy is the son of Acting and old. Try it. At druggists.
Three times as many beans will be
Attorney General Harry S. Clancy, a
planted this year as were put into noted baseball player and enthusiast
the ground last season by the tann,
Treasurer Wiiilam Farah was di
ers of San Miguel county.
on
to
call
board
the
rected
the
by
Phone Black
Phone Black
public spirited citizens of Santa Fe
Died at Insane Asylum.
and kindly but firmly separate them
Jack Reed of Eddy county, who from some of their cash in the good
was admitted to the Territorial hos- cause. Santa Fe must not be behind
pital for the insane on January ?4th the other cities in the territory, espe
of this year, died at the institution.
cially in the national game. Tha
Santa Fe ball club expects to go to
Wedding in Meadow City.
Albuquerque Sunday to open the fan!
Miss Reeves Kelly and James Roy season with a game with the Duke!
Eagle were united in marriage Satur City cohorts and the Sunday followday evening at Las Vegas, by Rev. ing this city's team will endeavor to
Father Adrian Rabeyrolle. The cer arrange a game with the Meadow
emony was witnessed only by imme City.
diate relatives of the bride
It takes some cash however to run
and
all
kinds
Lumber and
Lump, nut and
groom. Miss Madeline Kelly, sister a baseball team and William Farah
of the triue, and Gordon Duncan act is going to ask you to help.
of building material
mine
coal
who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
ed as bridesmaid and best man,, reand those who are best satisfied with
spectively.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
their orders in that line will surely
PAZO OINTMENT H guaranteed to cum
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Stabbed His Wife.
any case of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Pr j rerer you to us. We have built up a
Piles in 6 to 14 days or money reUpon advices from Sheriff Denny of trading
work
reputation for doing high-clas- s
funded, 60e.
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
Otero county, Police Officer Lujan at
in a short time and at a very moderate
Albuquerque,
yesterday arrested
charge. We are pleased to receive
We Have Built Up
man wanted in Alamogordo for stab
family trade, and assure you beforebing his wife.
hand of complete satisfaction.
Thirty Days for Bootlegging.
101 Washington Ave
Minor Johnson was given thirty
days in jail at Roswell for giving
away and selling whisky contrary to
the city ordinance.
A territorial
charge also is lodged against Johnson.

"The Best Know In Every Loaf"

InrnrnArafiirl

A

but without avail aud I find that Cnscarets relieve
more in a dav than all the others 1 have taken
would
a

After I tell you the reason why.)
Worked in a bricn yard, same as you
And all the rest of us have to do.

1856.

CO.

t

f

Puritan Art Draperies

all

THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING

i

YOUR HOME

i

INI

ERY

i

G

Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth
Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth
Carpets
Rugs

Duplex Scrim
Radium Cloth
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta
Denim

i
$

Curtains

i

',

Louis Napoleon

FOR

stvn'gt

Groceries and Delacatessen

HALF A CENTURY

THE

LEADING

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

P. O. Box 219

IN THE

CITY

I

1t

Phone No. 36

I

EVERY DAY

1

A

faults

j

Price $70.00 fob Madison, Wis.

flSoTHE

f

)

F.

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

WE DO NOT CARRY JUST A "SPRINKLING"
OF GARDEN
TOOLS, BUT A GREAT BIG V ARIETY OF SERVICEABLE, GOOD
QUALITY HOES, RAKES, FORKS TOOLS OF ALL KINDS FOR
THE GARDEN.
THE BEST CARPENTERS C OME TO US FOR THEIR TOOLS,
BECAUSE THEY KNOW WE KEEP THE BEST.

Flour Hay, Grain; Potatoes and Salt.
grain

Hardware

Wood-Davi- s

Santa

Ask Yourselves

LEO HERSCH

45

oal

45

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

Wood

RATON
YANKEES

Lump

CERRILL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

OTStKSS
Telephone 85

Emma

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

..

run

THOYIAS

k DELGAD0,

Improved ' and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRancles; Also a number of tbe finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain. ,

CAD

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

Palace Ave.

Drunk Cost Him Less Than $10.
Edward Miller pleaded guilty to excessive indulgence In the cup that
inebriates at Albuquerque yesterday
and escaped with a fine of 6.00 and
costs instead of the customary $10
that a
jag is supposed to
cost in the Duke City.
good-size-

d

New Mexico Man Killed In Mexico.
William
Mulligan,
formerly fore-

man of

the Santa Barbara Pole and

MARCH

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

Julius Muralter F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.

School Closed at San Pedro.
County School Superintendent John
V. Conway has just received the term
report from W. 0. Kays, teacher of the
public school at San Pedro, southern
Santa Fe county, which has just closed
a successful term.

30 H. P.

C1IE

rUH JALC

Mgr.

RIDE IN THE MOON

SANTA FE GARAGE

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues

LIVERY STABLE

WOOD'YS HACK LIMB
Prom
WE HANDLE LUMBER

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South

In large quantities and have tvery
modern facility tor furnishing tat
Bounds
yery best rough or dressed
tieaves Barranca on the
Lumber
bound train and
of every description. We are thus the north 7
Taos at
p. o,
enabled to make the very best prices
Ten miles shorter than
for Lumber of such high grade.
Good covered hack
V.'e will be pleased to figure on your way.
teams.
contracts.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Singe
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Uaeses.

Trains.

any other
and good

eaa.to
Eir.iy TJale yomsom
em,
u&gts

Charles W. Dudrow FARE

- WINDS

arrival ot
arrives at

Trip

j

CALL

UP

Phone

9

CHA5. CL0S50N

S5.00

tlai ta Red if Jarfiif
iifteUYRY US.

Brims Twn6smd

eAm

i

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annovinj.
HAZEL
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH.
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of, weather.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213
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these old dwellings the mystery of
their owners' identity?" asked the inDWELLINGS
CLIFF
terviewer.
citiNo wonder scores of Santa Fe
Miss Laut replied: "It may be a
zens grow enthusiastic. It Is enough
question just when the cliff dwellers
to make anyone happy to find relief
lived out there. They were not here,
after years of suffering. Public statehowever, when the Spaniards came in
ments like the following are but
not liv
1500 A. D. They were
truthful representations of the dally
in those dwellings four nunaera
work Son in Santa Fe by Doan's !
ing
If In New York State Would years before the Spaniards came, If
Ktrtnpv Pills
Draw 200,000 Tourists
the Indians at that time were to be
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St,!
When did they live, then?
believed.
Stant Fe, N. M., says: "Two and a
Annually
I am not a scientist, but I would venhalf years ago I gave a statement for
ture the opinion that these cliff dwell
publication in regard to my experience witlh Doan's Kidney Pills. Tomarvellous people as mey musi
ers,
DESTROYED THEM
have been, had asphalt floors and
day I am stronger in my praise of EARTHQUAKE
this remedy than iver. I suffered
wore spun cloth when William the
greatly from disordered kidneys, the
Conqueror's soldiers were clad in the
Miss
so
acute at That In Opinion of
Laut, skins of wild animals. Is it not interpains in my back being
times that I had to stop work and sit
Brilliant Authoress Visiting
esting then to visit the homes of such
grew
down. The trouble steadily
people?"
Here.
worse and I rarely knew what It was
What Became of Them?
of
or
ache
an
pain
to be free from
Asked
her views of how these resi
dwelsome kind. Soon after I began using
"What do I think of your cliff
Doan's Kidney Pills, my pains and lings in the Rito de los Frijoles can- dents of the ancient apartment houses
aches disappeared and my back be- yon?
If we had them in New York bad given up their "happy homes'
came strong."
state they would draw 200,000 tourists and taken to tepees at the mercy,
Remember the name Doan's and a year. In my opinion they surpass more or less of wind and rain, the
were
answered:
"They
take no other.
anything in Egypt, which thousands novelist
That is
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 of tourists visit annually with awe driven out of their homes.
Foster-Milbur-n
cents.
Co., Buffalo, and wonder depicted on their counten- certain. Was it by war, by pestilence,
From the obflood or earthquake?
New York, sole agents for the United
ances,"
,
does
States.
So said Miss Agnes C. Laut, suc- servations made of the ruins, it
a
but
seem
not
that
great
anything
cessful authoress, journalist, , magasome sort,
zine writer, traveler, explorer-- splen- upheaval, a cataclysm of
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
The very
Connections made with Automobile did equestrienne, charming conver- - caused them to go away.
would indicate that
cliff
of
the
aspect
sationalist-j-possessof
blue
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
big
one 3ide seemed to have been rent
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- - eyes, Titian red hair, ana an athletic,
asunder."
well at 8:30 a. m. tvnd arrives at Rob-we-ll lithe figure.
"It was, then, a first class San FranMiss Laut was seen at the Monteat 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The zuma Hotel, where she is spending a cisco earthquake?" was suggested.
Miss Laut smiled her assent.
fare between Santa F and Torrance few days before going back to the
Thus driven ouL the cliff dwellers
is $5.80 and between Torrance and forests to breathe ozone and get in
so scientists believe, just
to
brilin
deteriorated,
truth
autoher
on
seats
depict
spiration
Roswell $10.
Reserve
as the people of Egypt have deteriorliantly written stories.
mobile by wire. J. W. fftockard.
For four or five days Miss Laut, ated; Just as most people driven out
who writes for Collier's, the Saturday of their homes
by fire, excessive
If you want anything on earth try Evening Post and other publications rents, domestic infelicity, lack of the
and
lived in the prehistoric homes of the wherewith to pay the plumber
a New afexlcan Want Ad.
It is an interesting
cliff dwellers.
And Judge Abbott the coal bill.
mine host at the House of Seven Al atudy to really know whence these
ders, bears witness that no one who ancient people came; as well as why
IMPEKIAL LAUUDRY visited these curious, ancient houses they left their homes which swnwd
APPY RESULTS.

HIES
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in which these lands are situated:
Coal Lands Withdrawn and Awaiting
Classification April 1, 1911.
Acres.
Arizona
11S.713
California
239,90.5

AND MINING

it was greater than that of any
other country, Germany coming next

BASEBALL

with 251,059 tons.
The production of
the United States was about
and
of the world's total production.
The consumption of
the metal in the United States was,
however, ten per cent less than in
l'JM.
The following figures show
the production and consumption of
sielter in the United States and the
world's production:
Production of primary spelter in
the United States, 2i;r,lS4 tons.
Consumption of primary selter in
the United States, 215,881 tons.
Production of spelter in the world,
891. 40G tons.
In 1910 the imports of zinc ore into
the United States was 87, 4m; tons
(containing 42,35(1 tons or zinc.)
Natural Gas Production.
The chapter on natural gas from
"Mineral Resources of the United
States for 19ii9," can now be had of
the UnitAl Stales Geological Survey
to the
by applictaion
Director at
The industry surpassed
Washington.
in 1909, both in the
quantity and
value of the gas produced, the record of any previous year, the estimated value being $63.2oC,941, as
Aagainst $54,64(1,374 in los.
lthough the returns are unusually late
it is believed that as a result of eo-

game
National Pittsburg-Chicagon account of cold.
lostponed
Bulletin.
A New Mining
Cleveland-ChicagAmerican
game
The United States Geological Sur- Colorado.. ..
on account, of cold.
5,SCC,7C:J
postponed
477,
Bulletin
has
publislW
vey
just
Idaho
8,2t;G,5ti9
entitled "Mineral Resources of Johns- Montana
STANDING OF THE TEAMS
21,393,613
are
which
town, Pa., and vicinity," in
New Mexico
2,532,fl3S
described in detail the coal, clay, Nevada
National League.
92,141
and cement
materials, North Dakota
limestone,
W. L. Pet
1S.213.381
mineanil
other
glass sand, iron ores,
3.711
Oregon
reral resources of this important
3
12
.S0'(
South Dakota
2,375,263
Philadelphia
A geologic folio covering the
r.
gion.
.615
8
Utah
ti.l2.S,923
,
Pittsburg
same territory was published by the
.615
8
5
New York
2,207,967
Washington
Iu
that
C
9
.600
Survey a short time ago.
Chicago
10,711,875
Wyoming
f.
4
publication it was apparently aimed
.400
Cincinnati
to treat the geology and geologic his.313
11
5
Boston
area
Total
78,152,808
4
.308
tory of the region in such a way as
10
a Fuel.
Brooklyn
as
Peat
to reach the student, teacher, and
7
.300
3
St. Ijouis
In a country so richly endowed
scientists concerned with the broader with mineral fuels coal, gas petrogeologic problems of the area, the leum, and natural gas as is the
American League,
economic phases of the geology being United
would at first glance
W. L. Pet.
it
States,
The aim of seem
only briefly considered.
be.875
2
Detroit
...14
unlikely that peat should
Bulletin 477 is evidently exactly the come a
.583
5
7
New York
widely used fuel, at least not
reverse; the purely geologic phases for many generations.
7
.462
6
It is true
Washington
are barely touched upon and the eco that Euroiean countries manufacture
7
7
.500
Chicago
nomic discussion is greatly amplified peat fuels to the value of $10,0ii0,-007
7
Boston
.500
tor the coal operator, prospector, and
i
fi
7
.462
or $12,000,000,000 annually, but
Philadelphia
remen of affairs interested in the
11
Cleveland
6
.353
this is done by communities that are
11
4
St. Louis
gion.
.267
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.
se-forth
the
Wall
I
in
if
be
setting
"4. That appropriate music
government's
"Well,
put my money
,ieen permitted t0 grow up in Santa
ferent
cause."
beand
contentions
case
I
the
street woud get about four per cent.,
argued
lected.
p3 as tne resut of, at first, permitting
"How do you mean?"
States
Supreme bo I will be satisfied if I get that much
"5. That some souvenir or token, jone house of that nature to exist In. fore the United
"I was nervous then fof fear that
like a picture card, emphasizing tni- - t6ad of ,exterminatine it the moment Court, riow close the decision was or a little more.''
you might not accept me. I should be
manufaclo-At
be
end
of
from
the
the
the
the
fact
last
that
may
gauged
year
versal Peace, be prepared by the
nervous now for fear you would."
its nature was known. several months
cal schools and presented to the ago, a dead infant was found in the year, the court was reported to he turer figured that his advertising
16
him
four
$16,000 in profits
per
scholars."
Water street sewer. The matter was case against four in its views on the brought
and the decision handed down cent, on his Investment.
Hang Him.
hushed up. Night before last, two
"Well," said the financial friend sarJuggins Who was it that said lt he
victory
ZINC
dead infants were found within the yesterday is an
NEW MEXICO
could make the songs of the
for the Taft administration and Fed castically, "are you satisfied?"
city limits, and as these discoverias
"I he wouldn't care who made people
"Of course," was the answer.
eralism.
the
can
who
A few years ago, iu production of were made only by accident,
have 16 per cent, on my money. That laws?
,
12
zinc ore in New Mexico was not of tell how many infants are murdered LAWS CAN
is
per cent. .. better than Wall
AND
WILL BE
Muggins Don't know. But If he's
street."
sufficient importance to be mention- in order to hide the shame of their par,,,
the chap who's making the songs of
ENFORCED.
a
should
Is
matter
that
this
ed in statistical tables. In fact, the parents?
"Yes," almost shouted the friend, the people nowadays I'd like to have
The officers of corporations in New 'but
be hushed up and countenanced in a
Wall street would have returned
presence of zinc in ores was deemed civilized
Mexico
and Arizona who have failed your original $100,000, too. You have the making of the laws a little while!
community?
a detriment and ijrevented many a
That's all! Red Hen.
to make their returns to Internal Rev- lost
your money; .you are $84,000 out."
.. mine from being operated.
It has Dr. C. W. Elliot, former president
Collector
enue
H.
remeP.
will
of
a
his
in
Bardshar,
answered
suggestion
the
"Not by any means,"
been different of late, and the pro- Harvard,
hear something drop and the manufacturer'.
"! still have my
The Truth of the Matterv
duction oi zinc has been as import- dy for the social evil, in a recent ad shortly
sound
of
will
be a dull, sickening money. It Is represented by my trade
it
"Pidlum made a flying machine, but
ant as that of copper. Especially at dress before the Connecticutt. State
Since the United States Su- mark. Do 'you think I would sell for his wife wouldn't let him go up in it."
Conference of Charities and Correc- thud.
Magdalena and Kelly and in Grant
"Then she thinks more of Pidlum
preme Court has sustained the corpor- $100,000 a trade-mar....
that will bring
county, zinc ore has been a great fac- tion, said:
than the neighbors have 'supposed?"
"Publicity is necessary. Vice and ation tax, the Internal Revenue Ser- me $16,000 a year?"
Statistor in mineral production.
vice will be strict in bringing the deThe proof of the pudding is the eat
"Well, not exactly. You see, Pidlum
tics just published by the Engineer- crime seek secrecy for the commission of crime. We will welcome any faulting corporations to time and the ing. There are i trade-mark-s
today wanted to begin a flight from bis
ing and Mining Journal show that in
lawn and Mrs. Pidlum was afraid he
movement which will kill secrecy in names of such corporations are now rated as worth millions of dollars
19,163
1909, New Mexico
produced
itself mind you and might smash the sun parlor."
being furnished to the United States the trade-martons of zinc ore sent to the smelters, the community."
District Attorney for the purpose of all that money represents purely
only five states, New Jersey, MisNO
PLACE
FOR
SNOBS.
instituting suit. Uncle Sam has left money invested In advertising. The
After Hours. .
souri, Kansas, Colorado and WisconMahin Messenger.
It is not amiss to make an Investi a small loophole, and that is, if a corJudge You are sentenced
to 20
sin, exceeding it jd production. Last
not
been intentionally
years at hard labor. Have you any
was not quite so gation of the social and moral prac- poration has
f year, the showing
tices and ideas that prevail at the guilty of witholding the report dething to sa??
favorable, but the production was
The manded by law and makes a volunPrisoner Say, Judge, can't you fix it
advertisement
tons, Utah and Montana passing Naval Academy at Annapolis.
good
Every
offer to compromise, the Internal
up so I can get paid for overtime in.
New Mexico, so that it dropped to "common" people, and they are the tary
the store to sell goods not
helps
Revenue
Collector is given sufficient
case I want to stay longer? Puck.
majority of the nation, are not at
mentioned In the ad. If you say
eighth place. But it seems certain vast
latitude to accept a compromise, alIn your advertising that
that New Mexico will maintain a high all satisfied1 with the impression that
things
the Naval Academy has established an though fifty per cent penalty will be
are not true In the store, you
place as a zinc producer for years to
COMPLIMENTARY ALL AROUND.
added to the tax imposed and the
are planning to lose some of
come. In the immediate vicinity of aristocracy of snobbery and that the
of some of its cadets, compromise fine may range up to
moral
standard
Brains.
trade.
your
Santa Fe, the production of zinc, will
It does not pay to fool with Unsooner or later become important, for is not such as will bear the searchSam
cle
and
from
of
this
fact, state,
in the Cerrillos as well as in the light investigation.
The question that congress may county and city authorities
should
Cowles and other nearby mining disObject Lesson In Advertising.
eventually decide is this: "Is a work take a lesson. when they whine that
tricts zinc is a dominant ore.
Those who believe that women
ing girl out of place at the naval hop, laws cannot be enforced.
don't read the advertisements in the
and what is there about her that
CORRUPTION ABROAD.
makes her 'unfit' to grace a social
King Alfonso'' father died of tuber- newspapers might have had a con
of
It is almost to lose faith in the rep function participated in by the future culosis. His grandfather has the dis- vincing object lesson of the fallacy
views a few days ago. The pro
their
a
of
admirals
the
and
co:
world
not
r.i:i
is
the
navy?"
to
captains
form
of
resentative
government,
surprised
If the answer is unfavorable, there to hear that the young monarch is prietor of a chain of New York gro
read of the corruption in legislative
stores determined to test the
or
out
a
he
must
general cleaning
dying of it.
Still, he has at his cery
circles in such magnificent and admatter
by inserting in all the leading
of
for
the institution,
command the latest discoveries
of
vanced states as Illinois and Ohio. the abolishment
a coupon which, presented in
papers
not
will
stand
for
the
aristo
people
the
best
skill
whatever
else
science,
professional
But direct legislation
nerson. would entitle the holder to
of
at
their
cratic
any
and
snobbery
of
care.
the
best
In
the face one dozen eggs for ten cents. The ad
its merits, offers no solution, for the
of these facts, how can any man derevelations made in Ohio and Illinois
vertisements appeared in the evening
clare there is nothing in heredity,
lately, show that the individual voters
papers, and on the following morning
are tainted as much with political NOT ON THIS MUNDANE SPHERE. that the man who is a rumsoak is the streets in the neighborhood of all
corruption in Illinois and Ohio as are J. E. Curren, who claims to have hurting only himself and not his child the stores were almost blocked with
or that women. Special police had to be as
the legislators, simply illustrating the founded pretty nearly every newspa ren and his
old adage, that the servant is like per in the Southwest except the New the tolerance of immoral practices re signed to keep the anxious bargain,
the master. The root of the evil lies Mexican is looking for new journalistic sulting in unspeakable diseases un seekers from fighting each otner m
deeper and a strict and stringent cor- worlds to conquer, and that despite less checked will not result in the their anxiety to take advantage ot the.
rupt practices act enforced by good hi3 age. It was thought, and so re ruin and extinction of entire families, great offer. Although the grocer lost
gained
citizenship associations in every baili- ported, that he would establish a news the downfall ,of the nation and the money on the egg deal, be hasand
his
race? hundreds of new customers
wick are the immediate needs. The paper at the Engle Dam, but the fed- wiping out of the Anglo-Saxobusiness for the week following "egg
New Mexican is frank enough to ad- eral government did not seem to take
biggest he has ever
mit, that even in New Mexico, such kindly to the idea or the name of the Mississippi, according to a census day" has been the of
dollars.
thousands
had
bulletin
manuby
issued
has
Hewitt You'll be weighed in the
Dam
would
2,598
"The
at
have
today,
Truth,"
proposed paper,
times,
associations,
balance and found wanting.
establishments
and the Hillsboro Advocate therefore facturing
found a fertile field for activity
employing
Jewett Well, I'll be sorry for you,
What Was the Reasonf
that the passage of a corrupt prac- declares that Mr. Curren "is looking 54,000 men and producing $80,550,000
if they cremate you and then sift the
tices act is one of the first duties that for a location to start a newspaper worth of goods, eleven times as much
Some time ago an eastern newspaashes.
A little more than
should be imposed upon the first state "where he can tell the truth without as New Mexico!
per printed the price of a bed as $1.75
The aged $72,000,000 worth of capital is invest Instead of $11.75. The advertiser was
being called a knocker."
legislature.
There has been an increase in much worried over the trouble the
veteran is evidently thinking of the ed.
Nothing Doing
when he is gathered to his Fathers products in five years of forty per mistake might cause, and the publish- "We never loved
a dear gaaen
One of New Mexico's needs
is day
and will be transported to that realm cent, and in the number of establish- er was trembling to think how much
To charm us wltt her soft mild yea,'
greater strictness in keeping mortali- whence no traveler has ever returned, ments of 71 per cent, a good
him.
cost
We
so
our dew wife
Strange
this
publish
healthy the blunder might
ty statistics. Every death should be but where,
to tradition, and growth, reflecting the prosperity and to say, nobody inquired tor the bed in If she thinks dlfTrent will get wise.
according
reported to the proper authorities,
question. The publisher says that the
good authority, the truth is a advancement of the New South.
within 24 hours of its occurrence. As pretty deal
mistake was so obvious that readers
more
ft
is
How Rumors Start,
than
good
it, is innow, scores of people die right in this neck of theacceptable
Now
commercial
that the
bodies of realized that the price was wrong and
bear
that her father has lost his
'1
woods.
of
here
the capital without any report
the city have united and a Chamber did not attempt to take advantage
money and that she has gone to work
unkind
advertising
Some
being made of the fact or a record
store..
in a millinery shop. " ' '
Good roads are a good advertise- of Commerce has been organized un- the
the Incident
kept. It happens weekly that people ment for the commonwealth.
to it She is spending
A New der an energetic set of officers who man suggested that
has no "Nothing
walk into an undertaking shop, buy York banker, has written to an Albu- command the
of the entire proved that the newspaper remained most of her time in a millinery shop
respect
a coffin and go off with it, without
power. The mystery
Just now, but that's because she is
querque business man asking for di- community, what excuse is there for pulling at last
reports.
unsolved
any one even knowing the name of rections to reach La Bajada hm, four any businessman, or any property-ownetrying on hats.'
the purchaser much less that of the teen miles south of Santa
or any citizen not being a
Fe, as he
person to be buried. Even in thick- read a description of the "wonderful" member of the Chamber and working
Ready for Matrimony.
In Prospect
ly settled communities, not only chil- road down that declivity.
La Bajada with it for the upbuilding and betterCholly Crow Mr. Feathers, Vn
"Well! well! I see where a
dren but grown up persons, may dis- hill is a
of
your
eome to ask for the wing
food for horses has been invent
striking piece of road work, ment of Santa Fe?
appear without any one making an but compared with the Scenic High
daughter in marriage.
ed."
young
Well,
Feathers
Rooster
inquiry about it, and many may be way up the Santa Fe canyon and over
Old
The practice of sending Chinamen
"If this coddling of farm animals
sure you can
burled about whose death questions the Dalton Divide it is but a trifle.
home against their will is a severe rooster, are you quite
up, we may expect before long
keeps
accustomed
she's
anthe
should
that
be
raised
be
in
style
might
to personal liberty, but it is an keep her
to see pigs have elegant table man
jolt
swered in the law courts.
tot
ners."
Only on Sunday, the prediction was instance in which the personal lib,
Cholly Crow Just as sure as you're
made, that the bill providing for the erty of the individual must give way a moat Man! I've Just had my claws
Of course, the Democratic House of direct election , of senators would to the welfare of the community.
manicured, so that 111 be able to dig
Faith Unshaken.
United
the Colorado
legislature killed the never be reported to the
and scratch for her for the rest ot her
man a good weather
that
"Is
anit-pas- s
bill. If what Colorado Dem States senate. Yesterday it came
The editor of the Clayton Citizen,
'
prophet?"
ocratic papers say about the Demo out of committee with a favorable after a return from a business trip in
"I should say he is," replied Farmer
cratic legislature Is only half true, report, which is but another . proof Oklahoma publishes a two column ar
'
"Sometimes his weather
Corntossel.
Washing Place.
8trange
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then the Illinois and Ohio Democratic that in things political, moral, mater ticle headed:
day and a night in
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which
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A
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' Solons have found their superior in ial and intellectual this old world If hell."
No wonder Senator Owen Is
xa days behindhand. But it alwaya get
a mi"'-'-"'- ""
sore.
the Centennial State.
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

- $150,000;
,
Capital Stock
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit Transacts a genera! banking business hi ait Hs branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all. kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money traasmiting agency public ot- private,
interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six inontii&,or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments f livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as Is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. .The patronage of the public la
respectfully solicited.
-
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ATTRACTIVE DINING
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Service.
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COURTEOUS TREATMENT
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I

Proprietor Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

:

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

k

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
j
Booms en suite with private bath an i phone.

k

FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

15,-95- 9

THOS.DORAN
,

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

C0RGNADQ HOTEL

$10,-00-

S13RT

ONE OF THE BEST

ORDER RESTAURANTS

CUISINE AND

TABLE

IN THE CITY

SERVICE GOOD

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOIjD BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
Every Room
G.
LUPE
HERRERA,
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Prop.
a

g&5

SOFT DRINKS
Tk

foflowfaf are
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your orders delivered.

wrested to the thirsty as noettiog cod

GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, WON
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Telephone Red 35 and
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'

MEW

:

FIZZ, COCO COLA,

Genuine AzteiSpFirig Mineral Water.
All

n

drbhnadefroa
filtered water
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ter. Miss Abbie Sullivan, left this af-- f
ternoon for Taos, to attend the Indian!
PERSONAL MENTION
&
festivities at the Taos pueblo.
D
Misses Sullivan expect to be gone two'
weeks and while away will try hard;
SPECIAL ATTENTION
A Dunn, a prominent wool buyer of
not to fall in love with any of the:
Roswell, is at the Palace.
Indian bucks of the quaint vi!
K. D. Frisby, a cement salesman sturdy Las
lage.
Vegas Daily Optic.
Remarkably low figures given on
of EI Paso, Is at the Palace.
Willow fancy feathers, and a line
Ben Spitz, the jewelry salesman of WOODMEN ARRIVING
FOR
of flowers of high grade for 10'
Kansas City, is at the Palace.
FIRST TERRITORIAL CAMP.
!
days. Call and be convinced.
Will Smith, a clothing salesman of
San
is
Palace.
the
at
Francisco,
Your
Solicited
Class Adoption Tonight and Formal
S. E. Aldridge, a businessman of
Opening of Convention at 10
Roy, Mora county, is in this city'
a. m., Tomorrow.
A. B. Renehan will leave
Attorney
Modern
uodmen of
H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
B. lAUGHLIN, President
America,
to attend court at Taos.
tomorrow
'
with ribbons of green
wearing
badges
New
V
Asst.
A.
N.
fW.
GRIFFIN,
Hardeman
Cishier
well
known
the
St.
X&tiW-red and white, are arriving by every
Louis salesman is at the Montezuma.
S9
S8
Sept.
train to attend the first territorial
ACORN BRAND
Sigmund Sisson, - a clothing sales
Corn July 53; Sept, 5i
j
man of San Francisco, is at .the Pal camp of their order which opens at
Oats July 53; Sept 5:;
Linen Crash Suits
&
the court house at 10 o'clock tomor-- '
ace.
Pork July 15.13.
row
j
murunig.
A. B. Waha, of the forestry service
Munsons Sun and Tubproof
Sept 8.25.
At S o'clock tonifiti; there will be j Lard July 8.15ff S.17
with headquarters in Albuquerque, is
Ribs July 8.12
8.
Sept.
cere-and
the
class
Gingham Dresses
for
this
j
adoption
$5.00
in the city.
WOOL MARKET.
O. A. Larrazolo.
House
Dresses
the Democratic roony many of the Woodmen will
St. liiis. Mo., May 2. Wool un-- ;
leader left yesterday for Taos to at- - I"'jr uu i
The convention opens formally to- - 'changed; territory and western medi-- ;
75c
Dressing Sacques
Boiler)
tend court.
fine mediums 13fil7;i
morrow
with addresses of welcome umsl5frf!7;
Short
Silk
Court Clerk, Jose I)
Kimonas
Supreme
fine ll!y 12.
Sena is confined to his home with an by Governor Mills, Fbrmer Mayor I.LIVESTOCK.
beF.
I'.nd
Long Silk Kimonas
H.
on
Stephens,
Sparks
attack or lumbago.
Kansas City, Mo., May . 2. Cattle
local
of
ihalf
the
camp.
Miss Blanche Roberts, sister of John
Long Crepe Kimonas
Receipts, 7,500; market steady. Na- - j
etc. Renting)
(City Property-RanchAfter the appointments of various tive steers
W. Roberts, leaves this afternoon for
j
southern
Kaki Walking Skirts
$5.006.10;
committees a recess will be taken steers K2i??5:C0; southern cows!
Taos to visit friends.
Tan Linen Walking Skirts
I. Appel'of Las Vegas, a well known and at 1:30 P. m.,. there will be an and heifers
$L504.7a; native cows!
merchant, is in the city. He is accom- auto ride. At. 2:30 p. m. the camp and heifers ?:!. 00.fi 5.80; stockers and:
White Rep Skirts
reconvenes for reports of committees feeders
panied by Theodore Chacon.
'
$4.755.80; bulls $4.00(35.00:
J. E. Hannum, superintendent for and election of delegates.
calves 4.(i0iC.3O; western steers
New Mexico of the Continental Oil
At 8 p. m. there will be an enter- I4.75J5.S0;
western
cows f3.25fi
'
Company, is at the Montezuma hotel. tainment and reception in honor of 5.00.
.
;
Clarence Wilson formerly of the the
who are likely to be
Hogs Receipts 1C.000.
Market 3
forest service is here to attend the 50 indelegates coming from
I
all over to 10 higher; Bulk of sales $5.75
number,
meeting of the Modern Woodmen of the territory.
5.00; heavy $5,7305.85: packers and
America.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Offices 119 San Francisco St
butchers $5.S0Ci5.83; Lights ?5.S3
Big Fight On.
William Freeman, the hydrographer,
-- ::
6.00.
has returned from1 Albumiernue whpre ' State Deputy W. H. Dwyer, from
-Sheep
Receipts 10,000.
Market
he, was in conference with District Colo,'ado sPrinSs arrived in the 10 to 15 cents
higher. Muttons JS.sn
city yesterday and established his
Forester Arthur C. Ringland.
1.40; lambs $1.75(55.90; fed weth-- ;
PACE
A. c;. Eubank of Colorado Springs, headquarters at the Palace hotel
ers and yearlings $3.75 5.00; fed
is at the Montezuma.
He is the or- Deputies Eubank, Pollard and Smitii
western ewes $3.504.20.
j
ganizer of the Modern Woodmen of are also in the city. The fight for;
111.,
2.
Chicago,
UeBufCattle
May
to
Head
at
the
delegate
Camp
America, and is well known in Santa
'
Fe.
falo, N. Y., promises to be a close ceipts 2,000. Market steady. Beeves
ould
Texas
steers
$3CH15;
brinfs with it a desire for the outdoor life. Children particular!)
$4.G0ffi5.50;
"S. B. Davis, Jr., has returned from one, there being four candidates in
western steers $4.8$5.75;
stockers'
enjoy the pleasures of spring and they can in our CHILDREN SULKIES
Washington, where he had been for the field, D. P. Greiner, of Roswell, and feeders
$4.00' 5.45; cows and
several weeks on business before the A. L. Gurley, of Clovis, Z. T. Mon- which are light, durable and just suited to five the babes an outing.
heifers $2.401; 5.C5; calves $4.00 j
I)
supreme court of the United States." tague of Las Vegas, and A. G. Whit- - 5.75.
Call to see them, please, and also take a peep at our Library Tables,
.
-- Las Vegas Daily
j
tier, of the local camp.
Optic.
Chairs, Rockers, and a vast assortment of rugs, all just received.
Mrs. Thomas Stewart, wife of the
It is expected that the territorial
If ycu want anything on earth
try
supervisor of the Pecos National camp will pass resolutions asking for j a New
Mexican Want Ad.
forest, returned Sunday to Pecos, N. a territorial physician, and a terri- M.,. after a visit of several weeks in torial lecturer. As far as known any
AKERS-WAGN- ER
CO.
Stop in at The Capital Pharmacy
this city. Albuquerque Journal.
probably and geta free
delegate to Buffalo will
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, president of stand for the
sample of ZEMO and
of the nres- EXPERT - EMBALMERS &
the constitutional convention and,ntHead Consul of the order, A. R. ZEMO SOAP.
The surest and most economical
prominent attorney ot Las Vegas, was laiDot or Lincoln, .Nebraska.
FOOD
treatment for eczema, pimples, dand-- :
in the city yesterday. He is on his
Delegates Here.
ruff
and
all
diseases
to
to
Taos
of
attend
of
term
the
the skin and
way
The following delegates now are in
A Crisp Wholesome Food
Do not neglect this. They will
court.
the city, the name of their camp scalp.
give you prompt relief and put you on
Hamilton de Lesseps, president of oeing given iirsi;
the rad to a cure- - Good for infants
a sugar company of New Orleans and
Roswell, D. P. Greiner; Elida, Dan
who has been spending several months W. Vinson; Portales, John D, Cor--! as wel1 as grown Persons.
Kookt-Ot- e
is a crisp, flaky food to be poured out of the box into the
here on a vacation, left yesterday for bin; Santa Fe, A. G. Whittier; Dexdish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, but is much better
California. Mr. de Lesseps made many ter, George W. Cazier;
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He gives aid and comcounts receivable.
Total Sales.
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
fort 'to the public enemies who does
of
Improvements
of
farm
Machines.
sales
The
total
.
machinery
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
not assist in making better the comOffice: Laughlin Blk, Santa Pe, N. M
Adhering to its policy of liberal exand allied products during 1910 agin which he dwells.
munity
He s
for
penditures
experimental and de- himself a
gregated $ 01.106,358 more than
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
public enemv.
LAW
coun- velopment work,
the company
ATTORNEYS AT
in
marketed
foreign
in
y
being
Attorneys-at-La1910 expended $567,932, an
increase New Era for New
Practice in tje Distn t court as tries.
Mexico's Papers.
WALTER
PAUL A. F.
This increase of 16 ler cent over of nearly $100,000 over 1909, in mainwell as before the Supreme Court of
J
Today, the Optic enters upon a new
taining and enlarging
of 1909 is
attributed
its
Attorney-at-Laskilled
business
the
era in its career as a newspaper, prethe territory.
un- force of inventors and designers
New Mexlce
to
the
en
not
acreage
enlarged
Santa Fe.
only
Las Cruces,
New Mexico.
senting its readers with the full
SAN FRANCISCO,
SAN D1EQO,
der cultivation, but also to the educa gaged in producing new devices ant. report of the Associated Press overday
its
improvements.
communities
tion of the farming
WILLIAM McKEAN
own special leased wire, handling as
LOS
PROBERT & COMPANY
OAKLAND,
ANGELES,
Benefit and Pens ion Pavmftnte
Attorney-at-Lathroughout the world in the use of
Investments
The average number of
14,
13,
12,
As
stated
Law.
modern
May, 12, 13, 14,
farm
Land
implements.
May,
employes
Mining and
Lards, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
H. McCormick in- was 35,743, the amounts expended
New Mexico.
President
Cyrus
by
Taos,
Loaned
for Investors
Money
ca"n be
by during the year for salaries, wage,
produced
We have for sale general stocks of creased crops
benefit and pension
and the commore
scientific
methods,
C. W. G. WARD
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
Ths Emis supplementing the efficient funds, being $29,279,057.
pany
Territorial District Attorn y
and other Business
Opportunities work of the V. S.
Benefit Association paid put
Department of Ag ployes'.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties throughout Taos county.
!or- death, accident
One way via Portland or Seattle. May, 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, & 31
and sick benefits.
New Mexico.
ricultural colleges by
publishing
Las Vegas,
Bank References Furnished
$218,703.
The permanent fund lrom
Women
and
re
bear
who
children
scientific
with
New Mexico. pamphlets dealing
Taos,
are main healthy are those who prepare
The company maintains the income of which pension
Chas. R. Easley.
farming.
Chas. F. Easley.
to old employes now
to tlieir systems in advance of baby s
auwiuti
three experimental farms, and is of- paid
EASLEY & EASLEY.
DR. C. M. RILEY,
Unless the mother aids
$761,291.
1911
coming.
raisto
the
Law.
at
promote
premiums
fering
Attorneys
nature in its
the
and
work
crisis
Compensation
for
Surgeon.
Physician
Veterinary
AcciIndustrial
before
and
of
courts
in
finest
the
the
crops.
Practice
"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY"
ing
finds her system unequal to the deGraduate of McKillep's
Veterinary
dents. '
Land Department.
Earnings.
mands
made
often
is
and
she
The
it,
of
upon
Chicago.
has
company
College
in opera lion ,1
For Particulars Call on, or Address,
The profits for the year were
Land grants and titles examined.
left with weakened health or chronic
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
a little more than 11 per comprehensive plan fo,- componsst-ir.- ailments. No
Santa Fe, X. M., branch Office Estan-cia- ,
a
is
so
its
a
remedy
truly
Specialty
employes ,'or injuries. resnM.ig
Dentistry
N. M.
cent, on the total capital stock, all
tl. S.
Ajrent.
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
from industrial aceidenrs, based
Office: Chas. Clos3on's Barn.
of which is fully paid in cash, real
upon
no
fail
and
should
mother
expectant
'.ho
9.
Phone
Black
M.
Day
that
Fe',
N.
Minnple
th, industry shouH
Santa
E. C. ABBOTT
estate or other tangible property
use it. It relieves the pain and
Vlht Phone, Main 134. None of the company's stock was is uear tne burden of such accidents, to
Attorney-at-Laon
discomfort
caused
the
strain
by
k
or aim mac comiiensiuion
Practice in the District and Su
sued for patents,
the ligaments, makes
and elasHerewith are some bargains offered goodwill. During the year, dividends paid promptly, regardless of IpmI 11. tic those fibres and pliant
Prompt and careful
muscles which
preme Courts.
ability,,
to
com
New
a fixed scale of nature is expanding, prevents numbaccording
Mexlcan Printing
by the
o1 7 per cent. 011 tne common, nave
attention given to all business.
benefits... In case of
New Mexico pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the been paid.
injury, half ness of limbs, and soothes the inflamSanta Fe.
wages are paid while the employe is mation of breast glands. The system
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
Foreign Trade and Factories.
Specific amounts are paid being thus prepared by Mother's
HARRY D. MOULTON
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
When the Company was formed in disabled.
Code 1902, it manufactured chiefly harvest- for loss of hands, feet or eyes, and in Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
Carrying ths U. 8. mall and pasBaggage allowance 100 lbs. to
case of death the employe's
10.
Mother's
$6; the two for
Pleadings,
family may not be safely met.
ing machines and its foreign sales receives
N.
and
between
Vaughn,
M,
sengers
each
regular ticket, excess baggage
three years' wages.
Now P.s
The Friend assures a speedy and complete
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws were comparatively small.
Attorney-at-LaM connecting with tat at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
N.
for
Roswell,
is
the
she
states
and
report
that
mother,
recovery
"the
ot New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903, sales of harvesting machinery in the
company has
thus been a pioneer in the attempt to left a healthy woman to enjoy the El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock IsWe are equipped to carry any kind
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25; United ,States constitute only
of her
solve
Atchison.
rearing
the
and
the
difficult
Railroads
land
Flexible
Sheriff's
s
full
of
trunks or baggage, yip to 1,500 lbs.
leather
of
avoid$3.
problem
of
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total
business,
Santa Fe, N. M.
iCIlvC
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
Cover Poclt't Dockets, single, $1.25; being made up of the foreign trade in ing the waste, delays, injustices and child. Mother's
rates are given for excur-slonSpecial
at
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arNew harvesters and the domestic trade in antagonisms incident to personal in- Friend is sold
two or more books, $1 each.
tor
eight or more passengers.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Writ! for our free
such as jury litigation."
Reports, Nos. new lines of implements,
r.nti Clairtis and Contests a Specialty 3 and 10Supreme Court
further
For
information, write the
Leaves Roswell at U:S0 a. m, arinclusive, $3.30 each. Com- wagons, manure spreaders, cream
boolc for exoect-- Auto
Roswell
m.
Co., Roswell, N. M.
at
5:30
in
rive
p.
ComVaughn
s
roiey money Pills are a true medi ant mothers which contains much
pilation Corporation Las, 75 c.
separators, gasoline engines,
'q. W. PRICHARD
cine.
are
They
c
0
tractors.
healing,
Laws,
and
Money's
Mining
pilation
strengthen
and
'
valuable information,
many sug
V Attorney and Counsellor at Law
They act gestions of a helpful nature.
Ml
High tariffs on farm machinery in ig, antiseptic and tonic.
'
I
Practice In all the District Court Digest of New Mexico Reports, fuV
W.
aVa
For
sale
M ' VV
by all druggists
BRADHELD REGULATOR CO., Aim.
!
attention to cases sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks. Europe, and the necessity for better quickly.
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It Makes Weak Women Strong,
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RACING

QUIT

IN

NEW

YORK

Jockey Club's Action Wilt CauM Lota
of 920,000,000 Yearly Eight
Tracks Affected.
j

HAS HARD

TIME CREAKING IN

Major League Stands Have Proved Big
Handicap to Recruits From
Smaller Clubs.
.

!

The announcement of the Jockey
Artie Hofman, the Cubs' star outclub that there will be no racing In fielder, frequently has interesting conNew York state this year Is the chief tributions to make to the baseball littopic of discussion In sporting circles. erature of the day. Just now Artie
Just what effect the action of the arises to remark that it is a mighty
jockey club will have on thoroughbred hard thing for a young outfielder to
racing throughout the country Is dif- make good In the major leagues these
ficult for followers of the sport here days, and says that "no matter how
to estimate.
good the recruit may look in the recRacing will now be confined to ords and when he is with the minors,
three states only Kentucky, Virginia be is bound to have a hard time showand Maryland.. Both Louisiana and ing any fielding form when he breaks
California have recently barred rac- In with fast company.
I played the outfield with minor
ing and Florida will follow suit April 1.
J. B. Haggin, the most extensive league teams for some time, and have
breeder of race horses In the country, been with the Cubs for a good many
is finding a market for his horses in seasons, too," says Hofman,
"and
the Argentine Republic and Europe during all my
in baseball
experience
and several other important breeders the things that Btrike me as
being one
will be compelled to do the same or of the
hardest things in the game for
retire from the breeding Industry.
an outfielder to buck up against is the
England will benefit largely from big type of
grand stands which they
conditions.
H.
P.
Whitney, are building around the circuit now.
present
James R. Keenn, John E. Madden, Au'Take the National league there is
gust Belmont and other owners will Pittsburg,
Cincinnati, Boston and
probably send their stables to race for
Philadelphia in all these cities are
the big English stakes.
big,
which do not
The action of the jockey club af- have high grand stands
any effect on the lnflelders, but
fects eight running tracks in this hurt the
work of the outfielders. With
state. The aggregate value of the these
big,
high stands we do not see a
12
plants thus made Idle Is about
fly ball until it has passed out of the
million dollars, divided as follows:
stand line, when we get some
Belmont Park, $2,500,000; Sheepshead grand
light behind it, and then it Is too
Bay, $2,500,000; Brooklyn, $1,500,000; late for us to know where It Is
going
Jamaica, $1,000,000; Brighton Beach, to fall, and where we shall run
to
2,000,000;
Empire City, $1,000,000; catch It; if an outfielder gets used to
Aqueduct, $1,000,000; Saratoga,
the different parks around the circuit;
thnnsnncl thorough
lrniiv
this is not so bad, but when he is just
breds will be thrown out of training
In and is not acquainted with
and about forty thousand persons em- breaking
the parks It Is liable to 'kill' his game
ployed directly or indirectly in connection with the racing game will be completely.
"There was a good deal of complaint
.compelled to seek work elsewhere.
The financial loss from the closing from all the outfielders about this in
of the tracks, as estimated by racing Philadelphia during the world series;
men here, will be in the neighborhood with the crowd on the field they had
of $20,000,000 a year. This includes an especially hard time getting long
the loos of Interest on the real es- files, for they could not see the ball
tate and other investments. Then it until it was almost on the ground, and
Is figured that patrons of racing have then it was too late to chase it any
distance, and impossible with a big
been accustomed to spend about
annually in New York city crowd on the field."
Artie is not suggesting any cure for
and large sums also in Saratoga and
Buffalo. The annual expenditures of this evil, but merely telling about It;
the racing associations have general- in fact, there is no cure unless we
ly exceeded $6,000,000 and the rail- are going to have the magnates tearroads' share in the disbursements has ing down all their beautiful big grand
Included about $1,600,000 spent for stands and making their spectators sit
on nothing but little benches which
fares and freights.
won't interfere with the daylight and
make it hard to catch fly balls.
SEEK TO REINSTATE FRASER
,

BIG IRISH FIGHTER BREAKS DOWN

Ad Notes.
There is a buyer of every article made and the successful
advertiser knows how to find
that buyer.
In order to know the real
value of advertising, it is necessary to have experience in both
the profitable and unprofitable
kind.
Merit Is a good thing, but
having merit and letting people
know it, is what brings busi-

Pungent

ness success.
Many advertisers know how
to say the right thing, but some
do not know how to stop after
the right thing has been said.
One good advertisement does
not make a successful season,
but every good advertisement
helps pave the way to prosper-

ip

Chick Fraser.

in

case
with

which

reinstated,
Fraser will be given
Cubs,

Advertise to reach the wom"The hand that rocks the
cradle" buys the goods.
Often a dollar's worth of advertising economy is responsible for the loss of many do-

I

effective

Advertising will not bring
business unless there is business Intelligence In the advertising.
In the midst of life a man Is
a dead one if he doesn't advertise.
Some advertisers use a gallon of words in expressing a
teaspoonful of thought.
Trust not a woman's tears; It
Is her method of advertising
the fact that she intends to
have her own way.
The merchant who expects
the public to patronize him
without an invitation is a fit
subject for the
Is the road to
"Economy
wealth," according to an ancient proverb, but economy in
advertising never burdens a
man with riches.
To discontinue your advertising Is to shut off the power.
The car will run for some distance by its own momentum,
but the stop is certain. There
Is no such thing in business as
perpetual motion.
fool-kille- r.

the patronage of twentieth century
advertisers, whose physical limitations
preclude them from doing much more
for the producer or distributer of merchandise than his ancestor did for himself in printing an
"card".
Tou can't tell the news of a store
or enforce upon the consumer the
merits of a product with which he
Is unfamiliar in 10 or 20 words, any
more than you could present a selling
argument over the telephone if the
period of communication were limited
to a few seconds. Brevity In moderation Is a good thing in advertising;
but the brevity imposed by the characteristics of some mediums (car
cards and bill boards, for example)
is too apt to cut off the selling talk
before it begins, fine of the many ad
vantages of the newspaper as a means
of access to the ear of the buyer ia
that It secures for the advertiser a
full hearing.

a trial
Xottisvllle.
Advertising and News Interrelated
Fraser is under suspenEarl Moore.
"A newspaper that does not print
sion and a $200 fine bangs over him
for his failure to report to New Or- brawn. Matty doesn't zip that oV the news," says the Marinette, Wis.,
"will cease to be a good
leans, to which club he was sold by fast ball through as he used to. He Eagle-Stamedium, because, first of
advertising
more
on
fadeMurphy.
the deceptive
depends
all. It must have circulation. The ad
away.
to have
a
"Perhaps Matty is easily the most vertiser who makes request
THOMAS GOES TO CAPE MAY
valuable pitcher in our league, yet I certain news kept out, as advertisers
Earl Moore of . the Phillies sometimes do, is in reality impoverishVeteran Philadelphia Player and believe
more
has
stuff on his ball than any ing himself. Advertising space is useCoach to Manage Seashore Ball
other pitcher I worked behind during less to sell, unless based on a considTeam During Present 8eason.
erable circulation among persons with
the summer.
I never saw a more decep- some confidence in the newspaper's in"Really,
Roy Thomas, the present coach of
to judge than Moore's cross- tegrity and fidelity to their interests.
the University of Pennsylvania base tive ball comes
"To destroy this confidence by supto you at a peculiar
fire.
It
ball team, and former member of the
or perversion of news, by
pression
if
half
as
and
it's
hard to hit
Phillies, has been selected to man- angle,
to give sound advice to the
hesitation
as it la for an umpire to judge, then
age the Cape May baseball team for I can
for fear of offending advertisers
public
understand
batthe
.
easily
why
the present season.-- It is expected
themselves
their batting aver- is to cheat the advertisers
that he will secure a fast aggregation ters dont fatten
value of the space
the
by
impairing
Moore
is
when
His'
working.
of players to represent the seashore ages
sold them, by driving away both readtown. Thomas was persuaded to ac- speed is tremendous and his curves ers and customers. If a publisher
cept the managership through the fast breaking. in There are a lot of were
enough to listen to
the National league,
great pitchers
efforts of Adam Suelke, a
such suggestions and threats, his paone
the
best
bet
is
to
Moore
but
me."
enthusiast, of Cape May. The
per would soon become so inane that
ball park has been thoroughly renono one would care for it"
'
In
Montgomery Park
Danger.
vated, better accommodations being
What is regarded as the probable
provided for the players and spectators and the grounds greatly Im- passing of historic Montgomery park,
Honest goods need only hon- - j
proved. The games are being booked for years the home of Tennessee derest advertising; the other kind j;
by Albert H. Wilkinson. He has al- bies, Montgomery handicaps, and
needs a press agent
ready secured several fast teams for other turf classics, happened the othj
Ma schedule. ,
er da when at a mass meeting of
the business men a resolution waa
Racing at Spokane.
adopted recommending that the city
Get an Advertising 8tart
Spokane will have 60 days of horse issue bonds sufficient to purchase the
"I open my store tomorrow. How
.
use
as a public park. would
racing this year beginning early next property for
you advise me to start off?"
August, with purses ranging from $300 Turfmen regard this as an indication
'You will advertise, of nourse?"
to $2,500, If the plans of the Koote- that there will be no serious effort to
"Hadn't thought of
nai County Racing association are oar' restore racing during the present ses"Then I advise you to start with ft
sion
as
of
the
had
as
bee
out
rled
legislature,
contemplated.
closing-ou- t
sale." Dallas News,
reported.'
.'

weak-backe-

iiniirii
nniinm
Con O' Kelly.

Acting upon the advice of Tommy
Ryan, his manager, Con O'Kelly, the
who has been
big Irish wrestler-fighte- r
registered as one of the leading aspirants of the country for the heavyweight championship, has sailed for
his home In Ireland.
Constant training and fighting broke
down the big fellow's nervous system
and he ran down alarmingly in weight
He was homesick, too, and decided to
take a summer's vacation. He weighed
only 200 pounds when he left, although his normal figure is 220.
O'Kelly will reBt until August and
then try to get some bouts in England.
O'Kelly came to this country as a

wrestler without a thought

was knocked out in three rounds.
Hank Smith was encountered in Oswego, and again O'Kelly used the
knockout punch, this time in the sev-

enth

Missing Word Contest
If Chinees cut their pigtails oil
It will their looks enhance,
Then they should tuck their shirt
'
The waistband of

A Noble Sacrifice.

-

"I suspect that the real hero here
tonight isn't on the stage."
,

:

"Nor

,

"He Is more apt to be a young man
sitting in the sixth row, center, who
has brought his sweetheart her two
older sitters and his prospective
Miwwra-igw.i-

their.

q

see we

piay.

.

How Rumors

Start

i

la

of break-

ing into the fight game. He was the
Olympic champion, having trimmed
the wrestlers of all other nations In
the great amateur carnival in London.
He was big enough, but after he landed in New York he soon discovered
that he was not clever enough for
the topnotch American professionals.
O'Kelly drifted to Chicago, where he
met Tommy Ryan. Ryan had been
looking for a likely fighter to take in
charge and persuaded O'Kelly that he
was cut out for a fighter, rather than
a wrestler. After three weeks' training as a boxer O'Kelly fought Con
Cominsky of Chicago In Sioux City,
and knocked out the Chicagoan In
three rounds.
His next bout toot place In Syracuse, and he put Al Williams of Pittsburg to sleep in eight rounds. Billy
Edwards came next and Watertown
was the scene of the battle. O'Kelly
won in eight rounds. The fourth battle was In Utlca with Joe Coyne, who
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FOR REXT 8 room, brick modern
house, large yard, fine location, 22S
Agua Fria St. J. W. Dudrow.
Two or three nicely furfor housekeeping. Must,
Address A 12, care New

WANTED

nished

rooms

be nice.
Mexican.

OR

STOLEN

Large

black mare, branded "R. G.," wart in
right ear, about 1,200 pounds. Liberal reward. Address, Box 177, Santa

F. N. M.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m., counects with No.
WANTED Man to sell our line of
34 east and 33 outh and west
Teas, Coffees, etc., in Santa Fe on
with
8
connections
Arrive
P. m.,
commission.
Bond required, wagon
from No. 33 east: 24 south and west furnished. Write Grand Union Tea
Co., Denver, Colo.
BLANK
TYPEWRITERS.
Printed and foi sale by New Men Cleaned, adjusted and
repaired. New
can Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
platens furnished. Ribbons and supMex.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
Butchers' Boni. "
and
rented. Standard makes handled.
M:
Sheriffs'
Report of LI- All repair work and typewriters guarsh'
censes,
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex? Court Reports.
New Mexico
change. Phone 231.
a Br, $6.50 a volNot. 1 and 2
iron; 3 to 12 incluswe. S3. 30 each:
Mcne. Digest of New Mexico ReFRATERNAL SOCIETIES
ports, full sheet, $6.60. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License. 50 ir. Book.
MASONIC.
$3.00.
Montezuma
(General License, 60 in Book, $3.00.
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.7) each. Postage
25c each.
Regular communication first Monday
Notification ol Change in Assessof each month at
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
Masonic - Hall at
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
7.30.
100 in Book. 75c
H. H. DORM AN,
County Superintendent's Warrant
Master
50 in Book, 35c.
CHAS. E. LINNET, Secretary.
Poll Tax Receipt. 60 In Book, 25c.
Poll Books for City Election, 8
Santa Fe Chapter No.
pages, 60c
1, R. A. M.
Regular
Claimant,
Proof, Testimony of
convocation second
full sheet
Monday of each month
Desert Land Entry, Declaration ot
at Masonic Hall ar
full sheet
Applicant,
7:30 p. m.
Witness.
of
Deposition
JOHN H. WALKER,
sheet.
H. P.
sheet.
Final Proof.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
sheet.
2

1--2

Contest Notice.
ft I oueet
Yearly Proof.
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
2

2

sheet

Affidavit of Contest

Against

N

-'

ner,

to

Race. Abroad.
'

The pick of the Hildreth racing
stables, Including the great Fltz Herbert, winner of last year's Brooklyn
handicap, Is likely to be shipped to
England shortly according to rumors
current in New York the other day.
S. C. Hildreth, the owner, it is understood, expects to race his thoroughbreds at the Pimllco meeting and
then, If the recent decision of the
Jockey club to hold no race meets
In New York stands, to send them
abroad for disposal.
Novelty, King James, Restigoucbe,

Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular

conclave fourth Mon- day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:3"

2

1--

S

1--4

1--

1-- 4

4

1-

sheet
Execution,
Summons,

B. P. O. E.

sheet

1-- 4

Santa Fe

sheet

4

Certificate of

Brand.- -

Contract
Justice of the

sheet

4

sheet.
Peace Blanks.
Appeal Bond. 2 sheet.
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Hearing Ven
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Appearance Bond. 2 sheet
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
1 4
Bill ot Sale Range Delivery,
Sheop

2

1--

Lodge No.
460, B. P. O. E. holds
Its regular session on
the secDnd and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting broth'
ers are invited and
welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.

Jbeet
BIU of Sale,
sheet
sheet
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
Artie O'Dea, former leader of Duluth
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
ball teams, will have an independent
team playing in the north Minnesota
Application for Marriage License,
2
woods this season.
sheet
Certificate of Birth. 4 sheet
Louisville has released James Byrd,
Butchers' Shipping Notices, 1- Chief Miller and Charles Schneider,
'
pitchers, and Catcher Sewell to Lex- sheet
ington of the Blue Grass league.
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
Cost Bond, 4 sheet..
Terry Turner's arm seems to be a
hopeless case and Manager McQulre
Receipts, 25c per pad.
has about picked on Herman Bronkie
Authority to Gather, Drive and
to start the season at third base for
Authority to Gather, Drive and
the Naps.
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re
Lester' Channell is having trouble corded Brand,
sheet
with the ankle that he broke while Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'"
with the New York Highlanders; he Recorded Brand,
sheet
has been out of the Indianapolis prac2
Affidavit
tice work lately.
sheet
Averages don't count much in (he
Deed of Trust, full sheet
fielding line. Lennox twice led the
Release of Deed ot Trust 3 sheet
National league third basemen, but
Compiled Laws ot N. M--. 1897. $9.50.
him
on
when
waive
to
refused
nobody
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
he was sent to Louisville.
Notary Seals:
"Billy" Papke, Hugo Kelly, Jimmy
Placer Mining Location, 4 sheet
Clabby, or any other middleweight,
Mining Deed. 2 sheet
can have my game if the proper insheet.
Mining Lease.
ducements are offered, is the stateCoal Declaratory Statement
ment issued in Chicago by "Cyclone
jheet
johnny" Thompson.
Lease of Personal Property,
After a delay of at least fifty years
an agitation has been begun in Eng- iheet
land to put more snap into cricket.
8tamps, Etc.
The scheme of the Cricketers' assoInches
One line stamp, not over 2
ciation Is to make the bat narrower long, 16c; each addKonal line, 10c
and the stumps higher.
extra.
The Llpton honor shield, given by
Local daters, any town and date for
Sir Thomas Lipton, on which will be ten years, $1 00.
engraved the names of various assoRegular line daters, for ten years.
ciation class winners, has been ac- 15c
to
In
be
trust
held
the
by
cepted
Facsimile signature stamps, with
Massachusetts Yacht Racing associawood
cut, $1.60.
tion. Sir Thomas has been chosen an
sheet
Warranty Deed,
nonorary memoer 01 uie association,
Quit Claim Deed, 2 sheet
A Large Contract
In the Wake of the Measles.
Tramp Kin I get a bite to eat
here?
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
Woman Yes, if you'll saw that pile Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
of wood.
The result was a severe cough which
Tramp (sizing up the job) I ain't grew worse and he could not sleep.
as kin' for no f
banquet, lad. 3he says: "One bottle of Foley Honey
and Tar Compound completely cured
him and he has never been bothered
Blessings of Paganism.
Traveler The Chinese make it an since. Croup, whooping cough, meas-Invariable rule to settle all their debts 'es cough, all yield to Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound.
The
on New Year's day.
genuine
Yes, but the Chinese !s In the yellow packages always. ReFor sale by all
dont have a Christmas the week be- fuse substitutes.
fore.
druggists.
1-- 2

2

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80. I. O. B holds
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visitinr Broth
ers are always welcome.
EDWARD C. BURKE,

President
C.

J. NEIS,

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Second
Meets
and Fourth ThursDelgado's
days,
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy

2

Non-Miner-

1--

d

1--

1-- 2

2

1

1-- 2

8am Hildreth.
well-know-

Shu-lin- g

1-- 2

1

'

.

'

Secretary.

1--

1-- 2

horses are
Zeus and other
still in the Hildreth stables at
Sheepshead Bay, where Jockey
is putting them through their
dally exercises. Shilling is likely to
go to England to ride if the Hildreth
horses are sent to that country.
ShaWs Modesty.
Stepping out between the acts at the
She Usually Does.
first production of one of his plays,
"Tenth must be served."
Bernard Shaw said to the audience:
"Why do you say that?"
"What do you think of ltT"
ever
did
know
a family
"well,
you
This startled everybody for the time
of three girls where the youngest one
being but presently a man In the
didn't get married ttrstr'
pit assembled bis scattered wits and

Santa Fe

sheet
Entryman,
of Intention to make final
P. m.
leans l "rOO-- r 'ilm twionippy
CHAS. A. WHEELON
sheet
proof,
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
320 Homestead Entry,
sLeei.
Santa Fe
age ot
sheet
Relinquishment
Perfection No. 1, 14th
sheet
Township Plats,
degree. Ancient and AcTownship Plats, full sheet
cepted Scottish Rite of
Commitment 4 sheet
Free Masonrv meets nn
Poll Book for Town Election,
the third Monday of each month
pages, 40c
at 7:30 o'clock in the
In
Poll Books, Election of School Dl Masonic Hall, south sideevening
of Plaza.
rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c, Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cor30c and 40c.
dially invited to attend.
Road Supervisor's Receipt, 60 in
S. SPITZ, 31
Book, 25c
Venerable Master.
sheet
Attachment Affidavit,
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Attachment Bond.
sheet
Secretary.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
Notice

4

Including the Great Fltz
Herbert, Brooklyn Handicap Win-

Big String,

mm

2

2

HILDRETH GOES TO ENGLAND

cried:
'
"What's this I hear about the wed"Rotten!"
As It Qoes.
ding? Some say . thfgroom
dldnt
Shaw made a curtsey and melteu
December 15 Doctor, if you get me
show np until very Um." .
out of this IH willingly give you aQ the house with one of his Irish smiles.
"It wasnt his tstibV Be was then, my earthly possessions.
"My friend," he said, shrugging his
but he wasnt Vfrr conspicuous.
16 Mary, what do you shoulders and indicating the crowd in
'January
Seems he got elbowed Into a nrner think of that robber
sending me a bill front, "I Quite agree' with you, but)
behind some palms.'
what are we two, .against so manyr j
lor ISO for ten visits T
.

round.

Jeff Madden of Boston met O'Kelly
in Syracuse a few weeks ago. Jeff
was clever, unusually so, in fact, and
this made up for what he lacked in
weight. He lasted ten rounds, but it
was O'Kelly's decision.
Since then
O'Kelly has fought twice with Hank
Griffin, a clever heavyweight
O'Kelly's chief weakness- seems to
be a desire to "show oft." He likes to
become set after his own style, and
the result is that he does not wade
Into his opponents as qulekly as he
should. It Is only when the other fellow raps him a few good ones in the
face that he really fights.
O'Kelly Is practically matched to
meet the winner of the elimination
series now in progress at the National
Sporting club, London. O'Kelly Is a
British subject and eligible to the competition. Qunner Molr, who recently
put Bombardier Wells out of commission, Is now on top. The winner of a
bout between O'Kelly and the best
man In England will receive the Lonsdale belt, emblematic of the English
heavyweight championship.
Other wrestlers before O'Kelly have
tried their skill as fighters and failed
to make good, but O'Kelly appears to
be doing better as a fighter than he
did as a wrestler. Frank Qotch once
aspired as a fighter, and engaged In a
"battle" with Boomer Weeks, a big
fireman, in Spokane,
Wash., a few
years ago. When the affair was over
Gotch declared he was through. It
was a laughable exhibition.

If

'

2

-

.

Ere Long.
The man who frets
To father pelf,
Bre long forgets
His better self.

FOR SALE Household enoAst anil
Gaiisteo street
furnishings at 301
Call at any time.

2

affluence.

r,

WAN

STRAYED

en.

Advertising la the silent but
power which has
raised thousands of men from
humble positions to places of

LOCAL TRAINS

D. & R. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3: 35 P. m. from north.

ity.
who want to be
People
amused read the joke columns
of the paper. Make ads serious, sensible and to the point.

llars' profit.

TIMETABLE ALL
The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westbound. No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p. m.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and S eastbound
Returning arriv at San. Fe 11:1V
P. m.

Louisville Club Wants Former Cu-b- M00RE BETTER THAN "MATTY"
Chick Under Suspension for Fall-- '
Ing to Report to Pelicans.
Philadelphia Twlrler Is Picked as
Star Pitcher of National League
President William Grayson of the
by Umpire Klem.
PAPER GETS FULL HEARING
Louisville Baseball club has applied
to the National commission to have
Earl Moore, former Nap, is the best
Pitcher Chick Fraser, formerly of the pitcher In the National league, sur- One of the Advantages of Newspaper
Publicity Over Other Forms of
passing Christy Mathewson, accordAdvertising.
ing to Bill Klem, a National league
umpire.
There was a time, away back in
"Matty knows how to pitch better
than any other major league pitcher the beginning of advertising, when the
and is still a wonder, but he hasn't seller who put into print, where the
the stuff he had four years ago," said buyer could see it, his name, the name
Klem. "He is not as strong as he of the commodity he dealt in, and the
used to be and wins games through address of his place of business, was
the use of his brain more than his considered to have made quite a
splurge In the way of publicity and
there are mediums today bidding for

qi

PAGE SEVE

M.

Farmer.
Notice for Huvlication.
Department of the Interior,
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

April 27, 1911.
NOTICE is hereby given that Fran
cisco R. Montoya, of Glorieta, N. M.,
who, on April 18, 1906, made home
stead entry, No.
for SE
Section 32, Township 16 N.,
Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final five-ya- r
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver of the V. 8.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 23rd day of June, 1911.
Claimant names as witness:, Jesus
MonGonzales y Itoybal,
Tiburcio
toya, Esquibel Ortiz, all of Glorieta,
N, M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe,
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, '
9234-0739-

Register.
,Now is the time to
get rid of
You will find
rheumatism.
Chamberlain's
Liniment wonderfully
effective.
One application will con
vince you of its merits. Try it; For
sale by all dealers.

your

stay-at-Hom- e

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want Ad. -

try
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WASH THOSE PIMPLES OFF.
Engineer John H. Walker and sion to the owner of cattle to use his m., supper by the ladies auxiliary,
TJse D. D. D., that mild, soothing
Charles C. Catron have re- neighbor's land as a pasture.
Private tables, delicious food, price
Attorney
THE QAILV ROUND UP.
.
turned from a trip made in a carriage
"They are intended to condone tres-- 35 cents.
wash, that recognized remedy for Ecto the Rio del Pueblo, about 80 miles passes by straying cattle; they have,
Thursday, card party (whist and zema and all skin trr ubles. First drops
north of Santa Fe and report that no application to cases where they 500) beginning at 8 p. m Tickets, 50 take away that awful burning itch,
they were caught in a terrific snow are derived upon unfenced land in or-- ' cents. Prizes, elegant ones from cleanse the skin wash away every
X.
X storm
M., May 2.
Santa Fe,
S
Mr. Spitz's treasure house on the pimple every impurity.
All of which bears der that they may feed there.
Saturday.
Nothing like
The weathc-r- - for JCew Mexico X out the
j
"Fence laws do not authorize wan- - plaza.
D. D. D. for the complexion.
warning that summer is not
is generally t'air"'tonight and
yet here and orchardists who are ton and willful trespasses, nor do they(- Remember, also there is a diamond
Get a 25c trial bottle today, worth
Wednesday not much change in
wise will keep an eye on the ther afford immunity to those who, In dis- ring contest on, and much interest is ten times its cost to have a bottle
in
X
temperature.
loose
in
turn
it.
of
manifested
mometer
property rights,
regard
house. At any rate, drop into our
the
.
showi
His Dauahter is a biocranh and a their cattle under circumstances
store to talk over the merits of this
one. See it at the Elks tonight, '"g that they were intended to graze ,TUcUMCARI WILL. OWN
wonderfi'l prescription.
Latest Patterns in Artistic Wall Pa- godo
This
the
of
land
another.
Court!
uPn
Probate
Court The Probate
ITS WATER WORKS.
thcj
Capital Pharmacy.
per at GOEBELS.
was in session yesterday and disposed defendant did under circumstances,
See How a Bad Man is cured at the of
to
uponcattle
his
driving
many matters. Letters of admin- equivalent
Reyenue
Elks tonight.
.
j
isiiauuu were gramea Dy uie court iu, a Year Above Expenses From
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone
AGED REAL ESTATE
La-- j
of
case
W.
Justice
estate
In
in
Dudrow
the
the
California
Josephine
the Start.
Black 1SS, when in need of milk and the late Charles W.
DEALER KILLS HIMSELF.
to Evelyn mar upheld the rules which the secre- Dudrow;
cream. Surplus always on hand,
C.
had
of
of
estate
the
in
promulgated
the
Cunningham
tary
agriculture
Tucumcari, N. M., May 2. The vote
f
Hose are especially call- - late Colonel
Kansas City, May 2. D. P. Hunter,
S. Cunningham for the control- of the reserves. He1
ownership of the local years a
fed to your attention in today's change and to RarconaHarper
real estate and
Garcia de Armijo for said "the violation of reasonable, rules 'on municipal resulted
2o7
17
and
for
works
water
of advertisement of Julius Gerdes.
t
insurance man of Kansas City, comthe estate of Matias Armijo, her hus- - icgujaiing .v.
.
titic. auu wwrc4iw
luc
A.
atiiiii
bond
of
issue
LUC
House for Rent Modern, six room ucti.u i.u vt no 1,JIT
(Vio novi.lio 1,1
mitted suicide. He was 71 years old.
.
uvt Vn tlgUlllOl . ,
nuiCU OUiiiC uiUJiiLiO
agu nc
llicl 10 uiauc a t.nuii., nlt
brick cottage on Grant avenue for rent at Arroyo Hondo.
ul nrtna $10,000
the secretary of agriculture, liit liv piO,UUV viljx
of which will be put into improveat $23 a month. Only a minute's walk
as Witness Deputy congress."
Subpoenaed
Warning to Railroad Men.
plant. These
from plaza. Apply at the Xew Mexi-- I United States Marshal W.'A. Cass-maIt was difficult, he said to separate ments in theof present
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me.,
three miles of new
can.
was in Las Cruces and served the legislative power to make laws and will consist
mains into the suburban district of sends out this warning to railroaders:
Chamber of Commerce A meeting a
subpoena on Francis E. lister ot the administrative poweV to promul- the
city, a new stand pipe for fire "A conductor on the N railroad my
of the chamber of commerce will be Mesilla Park,
summoning him to ap gate rules and regulations to put the
and about Go new; fire plugs work caused a chronic inflamation of
pressure
held this evening at eight o'clock in
into
force.
laws
a
United
as
a
in
States
witness
pear
the Commercial Club rooms at which case now being tried in Denver. Mar
"The offense is not against the sec The plant will earn the city over the kidneys, and I was miserable and
A friend advised
annually in the beginning which all played out.
a number of important topics will be shal Cassman and Mr.
Iester left for retary, but, as the indictment prop $5,000
'
as soon as connections Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
will
increase
taken up for discussion and decision. Denver on
to
laws
the
concludes,
erly
"contrary,
Saturday.
;
Had No Quorum No meeting of
and the peace are made with the lately installed I commenced taking them, I began
Elena of the United States '
Mrs. Salmon' Dies Mrs.
sewer system. By this it is estimated to regain my strength. The inflama-matio- n
the board of "education was held last
thereof."
and
dignity
'i ; J '
Salmon died in iLas Cruces arter a
Cleared and I am far better
that the plant will pay for itself withj evening owing to the lack of a Quorum,
funeral services
out the least expenditure by the city. than I have been for twenty years.
only three of the eight members of the long illness. The
BAZAAR OPENS AT
The weakness and dizzy spells are
An effort will be were held from ,the Catholic church,
'board appearing.
5 THIS EVENING.
interment being tmade in the Cathoa thing of the past and I s highly
tiiiila in ntivf Mnlidnv airanlnir
Modern Woodmen Attention.
Thanks Her friends Miss Eloisa lic cemetery. The deceased leaves Library Hall Will Be Mecca of Those '.Special meeting is called for this recommend Foley Kidney Pills." For
two sons and one daughter.
jDelgado, the winner of the diamond
evening,; i May; 2d, for class adop- sale by all druggists.
Who Like Fancy Work and
'ring offered by the First Regiment Receive New! Lockers Companv
tion. AH members urged to be presGood Things to Eat.
Band during its carnival, asks the A, First 'regiment of the New MexiIf you want anything on earth try
ent to meet delegates to state camp.
a New ttlexican Want Ad.
,
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
, New Mexican to express her thanks to co national
guard, has just received
The bazaar, to be given under the
Li ci
luaiij luciiun nuu l.iql vuica lui !5 new lockers Which are being in- auspices of the ladies of Guadalupe
her.
stalled at the armory in Las Cruces Clinch, and for the purpose of startTonight three good pictures at the for the use of the members of the ing a nucleus fund with which to
Elks. See them.
company.
build a rectory near the church, will
fhe Weather from 38 to 61.
Public School Gardens The new
at 5 o'clock this evening in LiThat was the range In temperature Mexico Agricultural college has start- oiien Hall.
brary
and
the
relative
average
yesterday,
ed a campaign to encourage the beau- The word "ba"aar"' comes from the
humidity for the day was 34 per tifyin of the public sciiool grounds j Persian and used to mean a market
cent. The lowest temperature last in New Mexico and the southwest.
piace and also a place where people
night was 40 degrees and at G a. m.
to tell the news and discuss
gathered
was
45.
was
clear
today it
Yesterday
STOCKMAN LOST $8,000,000.
in general it was a street or
politics;
and warmer, becoming partly clody
series of streets occupied with dusky
late in the afternoon.
M
(Continued from rase one.)
contained
which
brilliant
shops
Married at M. E. Parsonage.
however.
is
This the season that most women begin to think of
o ciock, at me administered ; that is for congress to things,
i..ast evening,
Hence in this country when "baparsonage of St. John's Methodist determine. The courts cannot compel zaars" are
touchingup' and redecorating the house. A change here
held, the old idea of many
in
the
church,
the"
presence
aside
to
Lpiscopal
lands for settlement shops or booths is still followed and or there does much toward making things look like new.
it set
only of the pastor's family, Rev.' B. F. nor to suffer them to be used for agri at the bazaar to be
opened tonight a
Summers officiated at the marriage cultural or grazing purposes, nor in
At this pleasant store you will find just the things you want and
of these will be seen.
brilliant
array
of C. 1. G:bbs, an express messenger, terfere when in the exercise of its
will be one for ice cream and always at prices you can afford to pay. We have paints, varnishes,
There
and Mrs. Anna Llewellyn of La Junta, , discretion
congress establishes the
another for lemonade; one for oils, stains, and can offer you many valuable suggestions along
Colorado. The couple will go to forest reserves for what it decides to cake,
a "wheel of fortune" distilling myshousekeeping at ins Don Gaspar av- j be national and public purposes.
this line.
tery as the big arrow points ominenue.
"In the same wray and in the exerPlease feel perfectly free to come in and look around
one
a
store
for
where
country
A Stage Romance is a good one. cise of the same trust it may disestab ously;
ali manner of things may be bought whether
you purchase anything or not.
lish a reserve and devote the property and
It's at the Elks tonight.
another for candy, where sweets
the beautiful wall coating for interior decoE. J. DeArcy to some other national and public pur
Leased Wire Operator
Alahastine,
rivalling in taste those of Persia will
manager of the Postal Telegraph Com- poses. Those are rights incident to be retailed. But above &1! there will rating is sold and recommended by us.
III
pany, locally, is taking from the keys proprietorship, to say nothing of the bo a
in and look over the new Alabastine wall and
and
one
Come
it
booth,
at'
fancy
may
sovof
serva
United
as
the
States
the New Mexican's leased wire
power
well pause and look over die wonderice, and he is a "cracker jack" at it. ereign over the property belonging to
ceiling designs.
fully worked articles which appeal to
Considering that yesterday was the it.
You
sense.
the
afford
artistic
cannt
"Even a private owner should be
first day of the service, and that adSanta Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
t; miss this opportunity, so come
justments with the Roswell and Ama-rill- entitled to protection against willful
as well as Cheyenne instruments trespassing, and statutes providing early.
The Program.
were demanded that delayed the start that damages done by animals cannot
This is iu brief the program of the
for an hour, the service was most sat- be recovered unless the land has been
Wholesale and Retail
inclosed with a' fence of the size and bazaar week:
isfactory and complete.
Tomorrow, Wednesday, 5 to 3 p.
material required do not give permis- In
Snow
Storm
Saturday.
City

no. 4 Andrews "Cash" no. a
GROCERY

A

'

and BAKERY

1

I
I

Fresh Vegetables

,

j

of all kinds, He are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
have a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford
OUR BAKERY

Everything first class

6

..

DEPARTMENT

loaves

of

bread for

,

cents

25

i

Hole-proo-

-

well-know- n

,

Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

Phone No.4.

I.

j

-

j

n

X

'

'

I

The Giving of Gifts

;

SALLY

OBSERVED

CRO
PARTICULARLY

::

EACH

YEAR

;

SUITED FOR TIIE OCCASION

::

and
We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-G- old
Silver Plain and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY

S.

YOUR

BEST

!

l

FRIENDS

SPITZ,

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

i
UK

j

3iuiour)ecmting
&

ARE YOUR HOSE INSURED?
If not

try 6 pairs Holeproof for
MEN and WOMEN

i
i
i

j

guaranteed for six months
Jk

au

ISiel

SI

i

o

r

.

THE BIG

ORE
;

'

i -

A Name Can't Make

1

Don't Pay For a Name

A Woman's Shoe Fit

There's Nothing In It
Y

Shoe with a fancy, copyrighted name
can't fit a foot any better or fit any -more
feet than if it were only known by the
good old English word of "Shoe."
Many women buy Shoes that don't-fi- tfor the sake, of wearing a Shoe with a
fancy name.
A

TV

t

lit
l

;

.

OUR SHOES at $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 or
grace,
$,4 00 Possess all the beauty,

elegance, and style a woman can get
in a Shoe
We've a size, width and shape for
every woman's foot, and we say: Bring
back your shoes, if they disappoint you
in any way.
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NATHAN SALMON

t

